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Mentoring Program - If you have a project, a problem in any woodworking area, these members have volenteered to help.
Give them a call. Frank Tartarmella 802-8989; Bill Fey: 768-7686. Ray Kebodeaux: 583-2378. Each have years of experience
and knowledge.

Janurary Meeting Highlights
or email him at woodbutcher51@centurytel.net as possible
Our host in February is Mr. Travis McManemin at his won- should you be interested in a drill press.
For Show and Tell, Joe Comeaux had some of his
derful shop at 3247 Portrush Drive, Lake Charles, LA 70605.
Feel free to call Travis should you need further directions at great coffee bean pens. Aaron Andrepont
337-540-3265. See the map on Page 4. Our host in January
was Ronnie and Sandy Kramer.
Death is another state for us all. We lost a great friend,
member and colleague last month to this state: Mr. Eltee Joseph Thibodeaux who passed Monday, January 24, 2022 and
was a wonderful woodworker with always a wonderful smile,
handshake and great advice to us all. We shall miss him. Eltee
owned Thibodeaux’s Automatic Transmission for 36 years in
Sulphur, La. In Eltee’s later years, he picked up woodworking and was named by his friends “Mr. Woodpecker”. He
loved to do scrollwork and enjoyed making all sorts of toys
and nicknacks. I am privileged to own one. You can view his
obit at https://www.americanpress.com/2022/01/28/elteejoseph-thibodeaux/
Our host in Janurary was Club President Ronnie and
Sandie Kramer at his and Sandie’s great shop and we had a
good number of members at-

showed off a great name plate he scrolled.
Ray Kebodeaux brought us a nice large
keepsake box the body of which is made of ash
with a purple heart trim and finished with acrylic.
It also fetured a removable tray inside.
Patrick LaPoint had a nice keepsake
box as well made of mahogany featuring single
dove tails for the jointery. Travis McManemin
constructed a series of small round boxes made
of ash. Steve McCorquodale had a bald cypress
table with steel legs finished with a water-based
poly.
Sonny LeBleu brought a nativity scene
down with a scroll saw and expanable from
a flat piece of wood to a three-deminsional
scene. Ronnie Kramer showed off a hat
rack for cowboy hats made of cypress and
finished with a stain and poly.

tending.
We had a couple of
new members join this month including Mr. Charles Gross of
Westlake, Mr. Michael Picou of Lake Charles and Mr. Stephen
Grindol. Welcome to the Club! Please learn from us and teach
us.
Sonny LeBleu has heard from founding member John
Marcon who now lives north of Houston. Former member
Jeff Cormier has a nice drill press he wants to give away.
Call him at 337-582-3278 should that number be still current.

If you have not paid your annual dues for your membership,
do this at the meeting at Travis McManemin’s shop this meeting. We need to keep our program going, We have very
small expensese -- just our donuts, coffee and our web site.
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Coming up . . . The shop of Travis McManemin on Saturday, February 12, 2022 at 9:00 A.M. (Lincoln’s Birthday).
SW La.WW content Copyright (c) 2022 Southwest LA Woodworkers Club

Veneering
Throughout history veneering was considered an art form
and was generally only commissioned by the very wealthy.
The art of working with veneers dates back 4,000
years to the ancient Egyptians. In earlier times, veneer quality logs were sawn by hand by two craftsmen using a large
frame saw. The advantages of working with veneers are
stability, economical use of wood, and access to some of the
rarest woods in the world, just to name a few.
Years ago, I wanted to build a small side table and
while I had enough walnut for the table frame, I didn’t have
an 18 inch by 18 inch walnut slab for the top. So I thought
about using some plywood or MDF for a substrait and veneer the top and edges with a walnut veneer. But I also didn’t
know how to do this.
Fortunately, the late Vince Vinson, a member of the
Club, lived around the corner and he knew veneering quite
well. In exchange for assisting him with his computer, he
agreed to help me with my project.
Vince was an interesting character. He was a jazz
trumpet player, had been the conductor for the U.S. Air Force
band, a McNeese music professor and conductor, and most
interestingly, was a very long time judge for the Miss America
contest.
In any case, I cut a one inch thick ply and brought it
to his shop and he immediately rejected it! He said that the
ply I needed should be Baltic birch or MDF as what I brought
was neither smooth enough nor flat enough for the job. Getting the correct material, I returned to his shop for his approval.
I learned that there are many things to consider when
veneering. The following are some of the essential points:
1) Edge joining 2) Types of glue 3) Substrates 4) Clamping
systems
For edge joining straight pieces you can clamp a
straight edge to the stock as a guide and use a sharp knife or
a veneer saw, which has a curved edge, to make the cuts.
Vince’s preference was to sandwich the veneers between
two pieces of ½” to ¾” MDF and cut them with a router.
Use the top piece of MDF as a guide. You will need to make
sure the MDF is straight by making a clean cut on a table
saw or passing it over a jointer.
Next, select a router bit that is designed for flush
trimming and has a bearing at the top. Place two or more
sheets on to the underside of your MDF guide and hold them
in place with some tape. Keep in mind that veneers can be
somewhat fragile until they are glued to a substrate, so it’s a
good idea to use some of the medium strength adhesive mask-

ing tapes such as the blue or green colored tapes. Also, position your stack of veneers so that the edges you want
trimmed are sticking out about 1/8” or more from your MDF
straight edge. Now add your second sheet of MDF to the
bottom of the stack aligning it with the edge of the veneers so
that they are supported.
The next step is to hold the stack together with clamps
and then with the bearing up against the straight edge, rout
the veneers. You will need to place clamps every 8” or so to
ensure a good edge so plan on making partial cuts and then
repositioning the clamps. Veneer tape is used to hold the
edges together. This tape is paper with a dry adhesive. The
adhesive is activated by wetting it with a sponge, causing it
to become sticky.
Generally, you can apply a little yellow glue to the
edges of the veneers, pull them tight with blue masking tape
and when dry, remove the blue tape and apply the veneer
tape. Once you have created your full sheet, it will need to
be glued up. Vince did not recommend using contact cement
as an adhesive because it remains flexible. Yellow Aliphatic
resin glue works, but I believe the best results are obtained
with slow setting Urea resin glue. Vince’s favorite was
Unibond. Good results can also be obtained with Weldwood
plastic resin glue, he said.
Veneer can be applied to any substrate considered
to be stable; typically that means Baltic birch plywood or
MDF. While MDF was designed for use with veneering with
its void free smooth surface, I would say it works great for
most applications except a situation such as an unsupported
tabletop. Where strength is needed, a good quality plywood
like apple ply (alder core with maple faces or birch) can be
used. One of the fundamental rules of veneering is that veneer must be applied to both sides of the substrate to maintain equilibrium.
The talbe that Vince Vincent assisted with me to construct was and is still beutiful and he even signed it on the
underside. We are still under constructon with a contractor
here this week to do a punnch list for the final items.
I know that many of you are still doing this regarding
your homes or a business. It has been a slow process for us
and I’m certain that it is for you as well.
Please lll of you take care, be safe and focus.
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Basic Woodwrking Tools - Table Saws
New member Landon Picou, who won the the Door Prize
this month, suggested something that we all need from time
to time ragding basic woodworking tools and equipment.
Thus, we will begin a series.
A table saw is a multipurpose woodworking tool
consisting of a circular saw blade mounted on a stabilizing
arbor, which is driven by a motor. The blade extends above
and through the plane of the table top, which in turn provides
support for the wood being cut.
The wood is used mostly for larger project, and is
cut by pushing it through the saw blade. The depth of the cut
is changed by repositioning the blade higher or lower. Deeper
cuts are made in the panels by moving the blade higher above
the table top. The blades angle can also be change allow the
board to be cut at an angle. A table saw is an indispensable
implement for cutting wood panels to precise size, squaring
wood, making cabinetry, for making miters, rabbets or dados,
and ripping lumber.
The saws versatility makes in very useful for many
types of woodworking, and is generally a very early purchase for a wood shop. It is important to know the difference among the major types of table saws so that you have
the correct one for your needs. Beyond price, there are a
number of things to consider.
Which you be doing large jobs need extra power, or
will a smaller more portable saw work for you? What level
of precision will you require? How much room do you have,
both for the saw and the work area it will require?
Table saw fall into one of four major classes, which
define what you can expect from each class. The four class
are (1) Benchtop Saws; (2) Contractor Saws; (3) Cabinet
Saws; and (4) Hybrid Saws and are defined as follow.
The benchtop table saw, aka a portable saw, is designed to be lightweight and is the least expensive, but with
lowest capability of the four saw types. enerally they have
direct drive powered from a universal motor, which offers
more power for its relative size and weight. The motor is not
as heavy-duty or as quiet as a standard brushless motor, yet
they still offer sufficient capability and precision for most
projects.
Bench-top saw are designed to be portable and to
be lifted by one person, and carried where they are needed.
They are ideal for carpenter needing to have a saw a various
job sites or for the home shop with limited space.
The bench-top table saw being smaller, needs to be
place on some type of support such as a table or bench. The
lighter weight is obtain by have a much smaller motor, smaller
overall size, and have a greater amount of aluminum and plasPage 3 Southwest LA Woodworkers Club

tic, and less steel than other saws. Conversely, they can not
deal with larger panels and do not have the power, or may
not have the precision of the larger saws.
Although usually sufficient for hobbyist and the home
shop, carpenters have to weigh the advantages and disadvantages of a smaller saw.
Contractor saws, aka open-stand saw, were originally designed to be somewhat portable, often having wheels,
they are usually portable enough to bring to a job-site. Contractor saws are heavier than bench top saws, but are lightweight compare to larger saws. This large size and greater
power allows them to be used for larger projects and allows
them to be more durable and longer-lasting then a benchtop saw.
They are usually priced low enough for the hobbyist
and home shop, and until lately, have been practically the
only alternative for smaller shops. Generally not requiring
220-volt power is another plus for the home user. Contractor saws do make a few concessions in the name of
affordability and portability. The motor hinges off the rear of
the saw, often connected to the arbor assembly via a single
V-belt and drives the blade using a 1 to 2 hp induction type
motor. The motor is hanging off the rear of the saw, dust
collection can be problem in compared to a cabinet saw.
Cabinet saws, are designed to meet the operating
and durability requirements of professional woodworkers,
and are larger, heavier duty, and more powerful than contractor saw. They normally are driven by a 3-5 horsepower
motors and are generally wired directly to a 220-volt circuit.
The cabinet saw is mounted on a fixed base, with
the motor mounted in a cabinet making it a quieter saw, and
the enclosed base make dust collection simple. The large
voltage gives the saw enough power to make straight, precise cuts through the hardest wood and the large, sturdy table
guarantees a flat surface.
The cabinet saw is more expensive than the other
types of saws, but has an overall superior performance advantage. It also has a height and tilt adjustment feature and
has better dust collection than the other models.
Cabinet saw are built to more demanding standards
than less expensive saws, their tables flatter, their bearings
and pulleys stronger and tougher, and usually they are outfitted with a more reliable fence system. The rip fence is finelytuned to produce cuts with the tolerance of 1/32 inch necessary in fine woodworking. Each different saw-type is specialized to oblige the diverse needs of each woodworker or
shop. Finding out what is needed from a table saw must
decided upon, before the type of saw that should be acquired is decide upon. Barry Humphus.

W. Prien Lake Rd.

February Meeting Location
Ran out of time. See Google Maps at https://
We have the wonderful opportunity to meet at the shop of www.google.com/maps for 3247 Portrush Drive, Lake
lng time member Travis McManemin. It is located at 3247 Charles, LA 70605.
Portrush Drive, Lake Charles, LA 70605. Feel free to call
Portrush
Travis should you need further directions at 337-540-3265.
To get there go West on Sale Rd. from the intersection of Lake and Sale to W. Prien Lake Road. Turn left onto
Prien Lake and follow it around to Portrush. Turn right onto
Portrush and the home will be on your left. Circular driveCountry Club Rd.
way, so there is likely plenty of parking. However, you can
also carefully park on the street.
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